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 LIGHT                                                My stars are waiting                                               my hawk 
                                                                  l    
   ning                                  i 
                    s 
               darts                                                                                                                                     t 
                    e 
                              from                                n 
                    s 
                                             hill 
                       to                m 
                     y 
       valley 
                    d 
                        dashing                                e 
                    e 
                         the                r  
   
                                                        rocks                              w         
                     i 
                                                with               d 
                    e 
                                                         OH                       
                S                               e 
                                                                   is not                             y 
                    e 
       P                    war          life              d  
  m              
  y                                            ridiculous             beautiful          
   
  c                                                 absurd             mysterious 
  o 
  n                                                           oh        beyond 
  e                          A 
  y                                                                man 
 
  s                                                         the          if you 
  q 
  u                                                  graceful        destroy my 
  e 
  a                                                                 deer 
  k                         (And          R 
  s                                if                            I 
                                    there is                  
                                                  another                  shall 
                                                   world 
                                                         not                 die 
                                                                               K 
                                                               ask                              of 
 
                                                         to                                                  shame. 
 
                                                                      be 
                                                                                   a                              S 
                                                                                          man. 
                                                                                                                                                           
 
 



Trying 
to cross

          to the
       other side

    without
    getting

`               wet

                    each
                 stepping

                   stone

            smaller
           than the
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       s 
        h 
         e 
                   A  MOBILE   
            saw               C 
             a pale moon had slyly appeared in ouR sky, 
                   E 
                                      revealed, withdrawn beneath clouds wind-wAfted by, 
                    a pale disc so thin we could see clear Through, 
                  E 
                         a disc transparent,  yet veiled, shaded anD blue. 
 
                   B 
         Gulls   soar!               Y 
  sail,        
   swing,           SHERRY 
  
          in  skyword     happiness            (Dare I try 
          heaven,            to put my arm 
        scending  to            of words 
          over  the  river   a                about her 
               there    were           delicate shoulder 
             golden morning           of vision? 
        The old rock men           rod            glory           My hand 
        streamed with sun-           lily              of the            of promise 
       whitened  gull  dung           pansy       valley       upon her 
      hair have seated  them-            violet        night                  bleating heart 
      selves in an infinite circle      shade 
      along the river watching with                  shooting                           of hope? 
     Inward eyes the     distant din          & 
     of the city's               commerce and                        stars              Give her 
  the slow pass    ings      of long laden               flowers? 
  ships.  Their     contemplations are cold- 
 chiseled by the wave washings, strokings, and splashes.                 Soaring 
 They are comforted by the ancient stock of cliff behind,               gulls? 
 calling the evening to shadow  and the mother of rivers 
 before sending her tidal messages into the body of this              the old 
 great continent.                rock men? 
        The old men move not, neither do they 
 sleep.  Surely, they are the true watchers of time.              a shy 
       Surely,          moon? 
 they are the true disciples of wisdom. 
                 Love? 
The                 water       moves                softly 
      shadowed         from          evening's         glancing           sunlight 
                         and           the                   little                 fragile              pieces 
                     of        glass        tinkle                 in                          the                 tide 
 

          infinitesimally 



  

          
 
 
 
 
         naked 
            mountain 
            to      sky 
                  I                              my     the 
           have raised                           of 
         a mountain in your name                 top 
      and spread deep valleys at your feet.   the 
        I offer them unto you and you accept them.   on 
       Throw me     You take off your clothes to the sun and dance 
 
     the key         Every tree is your friend and you know each root in its turn 
           And I in return by each root know you. 
        from           The trees will never flee from you, nor will you be lost 
 
    your              For      Roots      in     the       Land 
 
       window           have     parceled     and     planted 
 
                           patterned      and      plotted 
My world is well ordered. 
Oscilloscopes.   If                         to hold the waters of running life 
Amplifiers. 
Methods and Procedures    only       we were of  The rain and  
Histological Verification. 
Chronic Electrode Implants.       the       same             the stream cut  bed 
 
   But born in a land and raised by a world   I      would                  twixt 
 
                       where the rivers flood   love                   barn and field 
                      hold 
                             to no banks and        you       
            stay               and from afar 
       in no walls          I 
                                           I   would       
                                                        touch 
                                             take 
                                                            your     shoulder and kiss 
                                                    your 
                                                              hand 

 



  

 



  

 

 



  



  

 



  

 
 

 
 
 
 

My 
 

love       Susan 
 

takes 
 

fancy       liberties 
 

to the          likes            of 
                                       strangest                       

things          to       a                me 
 

flight 



  

 
 

  I 
        I 
         was 
          faun 
                 ran 
satyr 
     mine 
           dancing 
                skipping 
 prancing 
               to 
 
     and                        magic 
              witching 
         You 
       words 
    finding 
     were                         will 
 
   secret 
            yours 
          waiting 
        places 
 
         be                 but 
          to 
 
    know 
       now 
 
           together and world forgotten we walk away 
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                                                                                                                                          I will walk arm in arm with beautiful women
                                                                                                                               in the Garden of Luxembourg.  And take them to films at 
                                                                                                                       La Pagoda  and music at St. Julienne la Pauvre.  We will dine afterwards
                                                                                                                 in Place de Vosges and walk beneath the arcades.  And make love to the music of
                                                                                                            Carmina Burana under the rafters of an old apartment up the staircase in the Marais. We
                                                                                                         will walk carefully in the footstps where your hips swayed and invited me to follow.  The music
                                                                                                            will be loud and strong, drowning out the soft tunes that you hum when we are together.
                                                                                                                  In an old car we will pass you at breakneck speed through Trocadero past Murs
                                                                                                                          Libres.  Every memory will be overlaid with sex and desire ful filled.
                                                                                                                                Every moment will be spent in a never-ending search
                                                                                                                                                    for memories yet to be overlaid.                                                                
                                                                                                          
                                    Being hurt
                              when you passed me
                             by, I decided to plot an
                                   ELABORATE
                                    REVENGE
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rush pause, rush pause, in the sliver of morning moonlight silver kissing the still dark sand, rush pause, rush pause, rush

I take off my shoes and I wade in your cool caress, rush pause, drawing energy from your throbbing rhythm rush pause,

rush pause, RUSH PAUSE RUSH PAUSE waves lap higher on my legs with force coming from some source unknown

RUSH PAUSE, rush pause, the quiet rhythm returns, and the dawn begins to show the foam rush pause rush pause rush

I wonder if you are walking now along the strand and connected to me by endless caressing rush pause rush pause rush

rush pause rush pause it goes on forever rush pause rush pause connecting us to all who ever lived and loved rush pause

and all who will come to live and love rush pause rush pause RUSH PAUSE RUSH PAUSE rush pause rush pause rush



Pousse pause, pousse pause, le ruban d'argent du clair de lune enlace le sable foncé de la plage, tranquille, pousse pause, pousse pause, pousse,

J'âte mes chaussures et je marche dans vos fraîches caresses, pousse pause, puisant l'énergie de votre rythme palpitant, incessant, pousse pause,

Pousse pause,  POUSSE PAUSE,  POUSSE PAUSE,  POUSSE, les vagues enroulent le long de mes jambes avec la force d'une source inconnue,

POUSSE PAUSE,  pousse pause,  pousse pause, le rythme tranquille revient e l'aube s'annonce, soulignant l'écume, pousse pause, pousse pause,

Est-ce que toi aussi,  tu marches maintenant le long d'une plage, reliée à moi par les mêmes caresses infinies,  pousse  pause,   POUSSE  PAUSE,

Pousse pause, pousse pause, partout des vagues roulant vers l'infini,  pousse  pause,  reliant en va-et-vient tous ceux qui ont vécu et qui ont aimé... 

Et tous ceux qui vivront et qui aimeront, pousse pause, pousse pause,  POUSSE PAUSE, POUSSE PAUSE, pousse pause, pousse pause, pousse
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 Our generation
is worked out.  There are 
lots of critiques but no new 
initiatives.  Where is a new 
generation?  Africa is a disaster.  
Look at Libya, at South Sudan, 
across the water, our brothers 
in Yemen.  There are now 
American bases in 
almost every 
African country.
We cannot advance
in Africa until the USA changes.

  Yes, America will
change. It will change

by crashing.  I saw how
the Soviet empire crashed

from inside. Now, America is
"deja vu," looking like the end

 of the Roman empire. We
even have an emperor

Caligula. Is there a
new generation?

Youth promise
to write for CPNN

but then nothing arrives.
Two old men,  tired from lifetimes of struggle for a better world,  despair that all
is going down hill  and  disintegrating,  and we cannot find a new generation to 
move forward.  Is this simply the end of two lives, or is it the end of civilization?
How can we distinguish between these two alternatives. They will die, but what
will remain?  Who will remain to read these words?  Who will remain to read . .






